Onboard RIB Charters Ltd (Passenger Security instructions)

All parties taking part on any of our RIB / Powerboat trips must have read, understood and signed
our Disclaimer, completing the form means you have read and understood our term and conditions
as well.
Complete the online disclaimer form below and send direct to us via email, or print, complete and
bring with you.
Date of Experience:

Duration :

Time :

Due to the nature of the activity, you’re requested to read the following information and sign to
confirm that you’ve received and understand it. Please ask if there’s anything you don’t understand
or if you require any further information. The skipper will deliver a detailed safety brief prior to
boarding the vessel for your own safety, and instruction in how to board, where to sit, location of
safety equipment and instructions in the event of an emergency. Please ensure that you pay full
attention and only board after those instructions. All bookings are subject to the full terms and
conditions of business, available on our website or in writing upon request.
Wearing a lifejacket is mandatory on all trips. Your life jackets are automatically self-inflating and in
the unlikely event you found yourself in the water, your lifejacket will automatically inflate. Should it
not do so, you will need to pull the manual inflation toggle to inflate your lifejacket. Your skipper will
demonstrate the location and operation of the safety toggle during your safety brief. Your lifejacket
is fully adjustable but will require adjustment to reach the correct fit (staff will give assistance where
necessary) Please do not pull the red toggle in any non-emergency situation or a £ 30 recharge fee
will be made in all instances.
Powerboating is unsuitable for people with some medical conditions : Namely, pregnancy, people
with back, spinal, hip or joint problems, heart conditions, epilepsy or any pre-existing injury or
medical condition that could be adversely affected by the bumping motion of a powerboat ride. If
you’re taking any medication that you feel may affect your ability to participate in this experience,
with complete safety. Please advise us of your circumstances prior to boarding and if we advise that
you can participate safely, please ensure you have sufficient dosage with you for the minimum
duration of the trip. If you have any concerns regarding any preexisting injuries that may be affected
in any way, please ensure your skipper is advised prior to boarding any of our vessels.
You may get wet while participating in this activity : This can vary considerably according to the
weather conditions or sea state on the day, and is completely beyond our control. Spray jackets can
be provided subject to availability and it’s recommended that you bring a change of clothes with
you. We cannot accept any responsibility what-so-ever for any property lost or damaged if brought
with you aboard the vessel. If it is recommended that all valuables are left shore-side in the care of
friends /relative or in your car. Any items brought aboard the vessel are entirely at your own risk
whilst participating in any of our activities. If you take a camera aboard, please do not attempt to
use it whilst the vessel is travelling at speed.

Remain seated whilst underway and hold on firmly at all times. When the vessel is travelling at
speed, do not attempt to twist or look behind, maintain a firm grip on seat frames / grab handles at
all times. Keep your feet on the floor, taking your weight, with legs flexed if sitting astride the jockey
seats, to mitigate impact or shock to your body, and in particular, spine. If at any time you feel
uncomfortable, experience any pain or feel any distress, please notify the skipper immediately.
We the undersigned, have read, understood and accept all of the above instructions. I agree that I’m
participating in this activity entirely at my own risk, having received the above information and will
comply with all instructions given to me. (Parents or authorised adult to sign for any child under 16
years )
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Signature

Mobile / Tel.

Email

